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Roland Noske
The Grimm-Verner Push Chain and Contrast Preservation Theory*

1 Introduction

Traditional textbooks from before the 1980s treat Grimm’s Law and Verner’s Law as essentially four different historical changes (i.e. three separate changes known as the three ‘acts’ of Grimm’s Law, and Verner’s Law). In these descriptions not much attention, if any, is given to the idea that the changes are systematically linked. Nevertheless, the idea of a systematic link, at least for the three parts of Grimm’s Law, was advanced by Grimm himself in his *Geschichte der deutschen Sprache*, where he writes (1848: 393):

One can appropriately compare the Sound Shift with vehicles that move in a circle: as soon as a wheel arrives at the place of the preceding one, then its own place has already been taken by a following wheel, but no wheel will overtake another one. In their movement there cannot remain space anywhere that is not immediately filled. [My translation, R.N.]

Grimm describes here something what we would now call a chain shift. From the above cited passage, it cannot be concluded whether Grimm saw the three changes as a push or a pull chain.

In the period after the publication of these words, the Neogrammarian doctrine became prevalent. This doctrine states that every sound change should be phonetically motivated, or be caused by analogy. Such a stance is incompatible with the idea of a chain shift, where a part of the shift is due to systemic pressure, caused by the need to maintain contrast. The

* I would like to thank Joaquim Brandão de Carvalho, Olga Fischer, Piotr Gąsiorowski, Janet Grijzenhout, Martin-Joachim Kümmel, Jean-Pierre Montreuil, Cédric Patin, Christopher Piñón, Norval Smith and Janet Watson for valuable discussions and suggestions. I also wish to thank two anonymous reviewers for their useful comments. Remaining errors are mine. The analysis presented in this paper was presented in various stages of development to audiences in Amsterdam, Lille, Nantes, Orléans, Gniezno and Manchester.

1 “Man mag die lautverschiebung passend wagen vergleichen, die in einem kreise umlaufen: sobald ein rad die stelle des vorangehenden erreicht ist seine eigne bereits von einem folgenden eingenommen, aber keins ereilt das andere, bei ihrer bewegung kann nirgend raum bleiben, der nicht alsbald ausgefüllt würde.”
Neogrammarian stance must be the explanation why this passage in Grimm (1848) did not receive any attention in the late 19th century.

It took a long time for the idea of Grimm’s Law as a chain shift to re-emerge. Eighty-four years later, Kretschmer (1932: 274) describes Grimm’s Law clearly as a push chain:

Hence, the process was the following: when the aspirated voiced stop approached the plain voiced stop and threatened to coincide with it, speakers made an effort to differentiate the plain voiced stop from it: the realization of this phoneme then led to a fortis articulation. But as soon as the plain voiced stop came close to the former voiceless stop, the latter also changed in order to avoid a merger, such that it was aspirated and finally became spirantized. [My translation, R.N.]


In this article, I will show that Verner’s Law must have been part and parcel of the same chain shift. For this I will make use of an independently needed modification of the traditionally assumed Proto-Indo-European (PIE) obstruent inventory. I will then show how the Grimm-Verner Push Chain can be expressed formally in modern phonological theory. But first, I will give an overview of the traditional view.

2 An outline of the traditional view

2.1 The Proto-Indo-European obstruent system

The Neogrammarian view on the PIE obstruent inventory as put forth by Brugmann & Delbrück (1886, 1897) and modified in later research involves a series of 12 stops and a single fricative, cf. the overview in (1) (tenues, mediae and mediae aspiratae are the traditional Neogrammarian terms for voiceless, voiced and breathy voiced stops respectively):

---

2 “Der Vorgang war also folgender: als die Media aspirata sich der Media annäherte und mit ihr zusammenfielen drohte, bemühten sich die Sprechenden die Media von ihr zu differenzieren; die Realisation dieses Phonems führte dabei zur fortis-Artikulation. Sobald aber die Media dadurch der alten Tenuis nahkam, wurde diese auch differenziert, um den Zusammenfall zu vermeiden und zwar aspiriert und schließlich spirantisiert.”

---
We can thus represent the PIE obstruent system in the following simplified diagram (where the uppercase characters generalize over the places of articulation):

(2) PIE obstruent system: T D Dʰ (in four places of articulation), s

2.2 The Proto-Germanic accent shift

In Proto-Germanic, there was an accent shift from the free, lexically determined stress system (as still found in, e.g., Russian) to a word or root initial stress. According to several authors adhering to the traditional view (e.g., Lehmann 1961: 69) this would have conditioned the Germanic sound shift (Grimm’s Law, see section 2.3, below). An example of correspondences with other IE languages is given in (3), where Gothic and Old English (OE) represent PG in the relevant aspects:

(3) Sanskrit       Ancient Greek       Latin       Gothic, OE
    pitár-     πατήρ [pa'teːɾ]       pater     fádar (Gothic) fáeder (OE)

2.3 Grimm’s Law

Grimm’s Law consists of three ‘acts’: voiceless stops spirantize (act 1); breathy voiced stops become fricatives (act 2) and voiced stops become voiceless (act 3):

---

3 I give here the traditional view as given by Lehmann (1952). It was later shown that one of these, the palatal stop series, can be regarded as allophonic (although this remains a matter of debate). Brugmann & Delbrück further assumed that the PIE inventory also contained a series of voiceless aspirates in addition to a voiced series. This idea was abandoned in subsequent research.
**Grimm’s Law (Rask 1818, Grimm 1822 and later amendments)**

- **a. (act 1)**  
  \[ p > f \quad t > θ \quad k > x \quad (\geq h) \quad k^\text{w} > x^\text{w} \quad (\geq h^\text{w}) \]

- **b. (act 2)**  
  \[ b^\text{h} > *β \quad (\geq b) \quad d^\text{h} > *ð \quad (\geq d) \quad g^\text{h} > *γ \quad (\geq g) \quad g^\text{h}^\text{w} > *γ^\text{w} \quad (\geq g^\text{w}) \]

- **c. (act 3)**  
  \[ b > p \quad d > t \quad g > k \quad g^\text{w} > k^\text{w} \]

As one can see, act 2 leads to an unattested voiced fricative that is subsequently changed into a stop by a supposed occlusivization process. I will come back to this process below, in section 3.3. Grimm’s Law can be represented schematically as in (5):

**Diagram of Grimm’s Law**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pre-PG</th>
<th>PG1</th>
<th>PG2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. (act 1)</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. (act 2)</td>
<td>D^\text{h}</td>
<td>*D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. (act 3)</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Grimm’s Law occlusivization

Examples of the workings of the law can be shown by the correspondences between PIE and English (and Dutch for one example) in (6).4

- **a. (act 1)**  
  \[ *\text{ped} > \text{foot} \quad *\text{trej} > \text{three} \quad *\text{kät} > \text{hate} \quad *\text{kuod} > \text{what} \]

- **b. (act 2)**  
  \[ *\text{brätér} > \text{brother} \quad *\text{dughōtér} > \text{daughter} \quad *\text{ugaidos} > \text{goat} \quad *\text{permos} > \text{warm} \]

- **c. (act 3)**  
  \[ *\text{bend-} > \text{pen} \quad *\text{dekm} > \text{ten} \quad *\text{gelös} > \text{gold} \quad *\text{wa-} > \text{some;} > \text{kwam} \text{ (preterit, Dutch)} \]

2.4 Verner’s Law

Lottner (1862) lists a number of types of counter-examples to Grimm’s Law. The most important class is that of voiced stop reflexes of voiceless stops, where one would expect voiceless fricatives. Examples are given in (7).5

---

4 In these examples, we see some additional changes in the evolution from PG to English: \( h \) in \( \text{hate} \) is the result of change from the velar to the glottal fricative, which took place after spirantization (hence \( k > x > h \)). In act 2, in addition to the PIE>PG loss of aspiration, the PIE labiovelar aspirated stop lost its plosive character and became a glide, and in act 3, in addition to being devoiced, the labiovelar lost its labial character to become plainly velar. The labial character was maintained in the Dutch preterit form \( \text{kwam} \) ‘came-SG’.

5 In these examples, thorn (\( ð \)) represents \( [\theta] \) (but intervocally \( [ð] \), see note 7). The consonantal alternations in the verb paradigms in (7) are traditionally referred to as grammatischer Wechsel ‘grammatical alternation’.
(7) a. Original *p (no examples of the alternation in the modern languages)
OE hebban - höf höfon hafen (‘lift’ cf. heave)

b. Original *t (the alternation survives in modern German)
OE cweðan (cwiph) cwēþ - cwēðon cweden (‘say’: cf. quoth)
OE sēðan (sieþþ) sēþ - sūdon sōdon (‘boil’ cf. seethe)
Modern German schneiden - schnitt geschnitten (‘cut’)

c. Original *k (survives in modern German and Dutch)
Modern German ziehen ziehe – zog gezogen (‘pull’)
OE þōn (þīeþþ) þōh - þīgon þīgen (‘prosper’ cf. Modern Germ. gedeihen)
Modern Dutch zien zie gezien - zag zugen (‘see’, Dutch lost intervocalic h)
Modern Dutch slaan sla - sloe sloegen geslagen (‘beat’)

Verner (1876) analyzes these alternations as being related to alternations of the position of the original PIE accent. His law states (1876: 114):

IE k, t, p first shifted to h, þ, f in all environments; the voiceless fricatives thus originating, together with the voiceless fricative s inherited from Indo-European, then became voiced medially in voiced environments, but remained voiceless when they were the final sounds of accented syllables. [Translation by Lehmann 1967]6

Verner uses here the expression ‘final sounds of accented syllables’ because he believes that intervocalic consonants belong to the former syllable (Verner 1876: 117; I will briefly come back to this assumption below in footnote 23).

The effect of the law can be illustrated by the forms in (8):

(8) Proto-Indo-European (reconstructed) Sanskrit Ancient Greek Gothic, Old English (OE) Modern German Modern High

*bʰrātʰer bʰrātʰ- ὑπάτηρ brōbar (Gothic) Bruder
*pətʰeɾ pətʰ- πατήρ fadar (Gothic) Vater

In the word for ‘brother’, t in PIE, Sanskrit and Ancient Greek corresponds to ũ in Gothic (where it represents [θ]) and OE (where it represents [ð])7 according to act 1 (spirantization) of Grimm’s Law. Verner’s Law does not

6 "Indogerm. k, t, p gingen erst überall in h, þ, f über; die so entstandenen tonlosen fricativae nebst der vom indogermanischen ererbten tonlosen fricativa s wurden weiter inlautend bei tönder nachbarschaft selbst tonend, erhielten sich aber als tonlose im nachlaute betonten silben."

7 In intervocalic position, ũ in OE represents [ð]. The voiced character is the result of a voicing process that took place only in the early stages of Old English, and that was independent from Verner’s Law (Campbell 1959: 179–180).
apply here, because the preceding vowel is stressed. By contrast, in the word for ‘father’, PIE, Sanskrit and Ancient Greek \( \delta \) corresponds not to \( \theta \), but to \( d \). In most modern Germanic languages, like Dutch, English and Icelandic, this contrast has levelled out, but it remained in High German, despite additional shifts.

As Verner mentions in his own description of the law, cited above, the law applies only medially. However, many scholars, like Jespersen (1933: 230), assume that the law applies also word-finally. I will come back to this below.

The functioning of Grimm’s Law and Verner’s Law combined is shown in the diagram in (9):

(9) Diagram of Grimm’s Law and Verner’s Law

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PIE</th>
<th>Pre-PG</th>
<th>PG1</th>
<th>PG2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. (act 1) T</td>
<td>Þ</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>Ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. (act 2) Dʰ</td>
<td>*D</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>*Ø</td>
<td>Ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. (act 3) D</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Grimm’s Law Verner’s Law occlusivization

Verner mentions that he cannot derive \( D \) at PG2 directly from \( T \), “for this would be a sound innovation directly counter to the main direction of the sound shift [i.e., act 3 of Grimm’s Law, \( D > T \), RN], which produced a voiceless stop from the Indo-European voiced stop” (1876: 101, translation by Lehmann 1967, italics mine). It is for this reason that he has to assume that his law applies after that of Grimm, and that occlusivization applied across the board.

3 Problems related to the traditional view

The traditional view of the PIE obstruent system and the PG sound changes has given rise to a number of problems. They concern (i) the typology of the PIE obstruent system, (ii) the alleged occlusivization process, (iii) the fact that the changes are not non-monotonic, (iv) the fact that \( s \) does not undergo occlusivization and (v) the number of changes Germanic must have

---

8 “Dagegen kann man die germanische törende explosiva nicht auf directem wege durch mitöndern der stimme aus der indogermanischen explosiva entstanden sein, denn dies würde ein lauterübergang sein, der gerade gegen die hauuptrichtung der lautverschiebung die aus der indogermanischen törenden explosiva tonlose explosiva hervorbrachte, gehen würde.”
undergone vis-à-vis PIE, compared to the classical languages like Sanskrit and Greek. I will briefly treat each of these problems.

3.1 The typological improbability of the traditional obstruent inventory

The first problem concerns the typological improbability of the alleged PIE obstruent inventory. As mentioned by several authors (e.g., Pedersen 1951; Martinet 1955; Jakobson 1958), the occurrence of mediae aspiratae, i.e. voiced aspirates (in fact breathy voiced or “murmured” stops), without voiceless aspirated stops is typologically very strange. To make matters worse, there are also problems regarding the fact that the occurrence of $b$ is rare in PIE, and that there is an apparent constraint against the combination: voiced stop-vowel-voiced stop (the so-called *deg constraint*) in PIE. Under the traditional model these facts remain unexplained. For more details on these points, see Salmons (1993: 16-18).

3.2 The alleged occlusivization process

A second problem concerns Verner’s Law and the invoked occlusivization process. Here one important problem is that the intermediate stage of voiced fricatives, which should have resulted after the application of Verner’s Law and before occlusivization, has not been unambiguously attested. It is true that certain PIE voiceless stops occur as voiced fricatives in historical data. However, it is more straightforward to derive these from voiced stops than vice versa because occlusivization is much less common than spirantization. On top of that, there are several indications that the examples of the original mediae aspiratae (voiced aspirates) which indeed show up as voiced fricatives in historical records, probably have gone through a stage where they were voiced stops (Luick 1940: 800–801).

3.3 The absence of monotonicity

As mentioned above, Verner cannot derive $D$ directly from $T$ as this would go against the ‘main direction’ $D > T$ (Grimm’s Law, act 3). Therefore, he has to assume the complicated derivation $T > b > D > D$ (Grimm’s Law, act 1, followed by Verner’s Law and occlusivization). However, on closer
inspection we see that this also goes against a main direction: first there is a spirantization T > ð, and then, after application of Verner’s Law, exactly the opposite development, i.e. a despirantization (or: occlusivization) in the change D > ð. Hence, we have a change [− cont] > [+ cont] > [− cont]. This is likewise true for act 2 of Grimm’s Law, which is followed by occlusivization (ðʰ > D > ð). In both cases, the change is not monotonic because there is a reversal of an earlier change. So, under this scenario too, there are developments against a ‘main direction’. In generative terms, because these changes are not monotonic, they are of the so-called Duke of York Gambit10 type, which suggests the possibility of a faulty analysis (see Pullum 1976).11

3.4 The absence of occlusivization concerning s

There is yet another problem connected to occlusivization: precisely the only attested fricative, i.e. s in PIE, which changed to z in PG after a non-stressed vowel by Verner’s Law, did not undergo the alleged occlusivization. This casts further doubt on the assumption that occlusivization took place at all. To my knowledge, this problem regarding the traditional view has hitherto gone unnoticed.

3.5 The position of Proto-Germanic and Sanskrit compared to Proto-Indo-European

Under the traditional view, the ‘classical languages’ (especially Sanskrit) seem close to PIE but Germanic seems to have undergone substantial sound changes in the transition from PIE. In their focus on and admiration of Sanskrit and other classical languages, the Neogrammarians gave no attention to the logical possibility that it is Sanskrit that has undergone substantial changes compared to PIE.

10 “The Grand Old Duke of York / He had ten thousand men / He marched them up a great high hill / And he marched them down again.”

11 The lack of monotonicity Verner’s scenario was first noticed by F.L. Wells (1903–1905: 523) who stated: “[t]he chronological relation of Verner’s law to Grimm’s law is not to be dismissed so lightly as Verner himself dismissed it. It will not suffice to accept unquestioningly Verner’s dictum that voicing must have occurred after spirantization, since f-v [specified as bilabial in a footnote, R.N.] is quite as much against the Hauptrichtung [main direction, R.N.] – if it has any – as p-b or phh.”
4 Glottalic Theory and its consequences for Verner’s Law

Due to the typological improbability of the classic view on the PIE obstruent inventory (as mentioned in the previous section), this view has come increasingly under attack. Emonds (1972), Hopper (1973, 1997a, b, 1982), Gamkrelidze & Ivanov (1973, 1995), Haudricourt (1975), Vennemann (1984), Kortlandt (1985, 1988) and Haider (1985) have all produced alternatives to the classic inventory, whereby, with the exceptions of Emonds and Haider, the voiced stops were replaced by voiceless glottalized stops (ejectives). These models are subsumed under the name of ‘Glottalic Theory’. For ease of exposition I give here Hopper’s (1973, 1997a, 1997b, 1982) model, but the point made here also holds for the other models of the Glottalic Theory, and *mutatis mutandis*, for Emonds’ and Haider’s models.

(10) Hopper’s (1973, 1997a, b, 1982) glottalic model compared to the traditional model (Lehmann 1952)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Series I</th>
<th>Series II</th>
<th>Series III</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Traditional model (Lehmann 1952)</td>
<td>b, d, g</td>
<td>bʰ, dʰ, gʰ</td>
<td>p, t, k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glottalic model (Hopper 1973, 1997a, b, 1982)</td>
<td>p’, t’, k’</td>
<td>b, d, g</td>
<td>p, t, k</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With this model, the typological problems concerning the obstruent inventory have been resolved: there are no longer voiced aspirates, the rarity of the occurrence of b (which is p’ under the glottalic model) is in accordance with typological observations (labials are often absent in ejective series), and the glottalic equivalent to the *deg constraint (now: *ejective-vowel-ejective) is typologically straightforward.

---

12 Emonds (1972) replaces the voiced stops of the traditional model by plain voiceless ones and the plain voiceless stops by aspirated voiceless ones. Haider (1985: 11ff) replaces the voiced stops by implosives (or, rather, “nonexplosives”. The ‘implosive’ version of the theory copes with a number of objections that have been raised against Glottalic Theory. For further discussion, see Kümmel (2012).

13 For an overview of the different models within the Glottalic Theory see Salmons (1993: 31) and Vennemann (2006: 130).

14 A general criticism of the Glottalic Theory is is that it makes the analysis of Germanic and some other branches of IE simpler, but that of other branches more complicated. In this paper I cannot go into the complexities of this discussion, but I refer the reader to Salmons (1993) for arguments in favour of the Glottalic Theory and to Job (1995) for arguments against it. A broad spectrum of discussions of the Glottalic Theory by various researchers can be found in Vennemann (ed., 1989).
This model has important consequences for Verner’s Law. As noted by Vennemann (1984: 20–22, 1985: 533-535), Verner’s Law can now be assumed to have taken place before the spirantization part of Grimm’s Law, and so it simply changes voiceless plain obstruents into voiced ones, i.e. mostly voiceless plain stops into voiced plain stops, but also $s$ to $z$. This is so because the change $T \rightarrow D$ does not go anymore against the ‘main direction’ (see section 2.4), i.e. act 3 of Grimm’s Law, which has now become $T' \rightarrow T$. This assumption, which has been endorsed by Kortlandt (1985), solves three major problems mentioned in section 3: that of the relative chronology of the laws of Grimm and Verner, that of the non-monotonicity of the shifts, as well as that of the non-application of occlusivization to $s$. Fourthly, it can now be assumed that a spirantization process has applied to certain voiced stops, rather than that a less likely occlusivization process applied to voiced fricatives. Thus, the diagram of the Germanic sound changes in (9) can now be modified and simplified:

\[(11) \text{Diagram of Grimm’s Law and Verner’s Law under the Glottalic Theory and the relative ordering proposed by Vennemann (1984)}\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PIE</th>
<th>Pre-PG</th>
<th>PG1</th>
<th>PG2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a.</td>
<td>(act 1)</td>
<td>$T$</td>
<td>$T$</td>
<td>$T$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b.</td>
<td>(act 2)</td>
<td>$D$</td>
<td>$D$</td>
<td>$D$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c.</td>
<td>(act 3)</td>
<td>$T'$</td>
<td>$T'$</td>
<td>$T'$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Concerning Grimm’s Law, it can be concluded that act 2 (which was $D^h > D > D$) has disappeared, because PIE $D^h$ has been replaced by $D$, so there is no change ($D$ remains $D$). Concerning act 3, we see that PIE $D$ has been replaced by a glottalized stop, $T'$, so act 3 now represents a deglottalization process instead of a devoicing process. From now on, we will refer to act 1 of the now less complex Grimm’s Law as ‘Germanic Spirantization, and to act 3 as ‘(Germanic) Deglottalization’.

5 The laws of Verner and Grimm from a synchronic perspective

As we have just seen, there are many advantages to the Glottalic Theory and the chronological ordering of Verner’s Law before Grimm’s Law. As we

Kümmel (2007: 47–54 & 189–192) shows that it is difficult to find typological parallels to a change from glottalized stops to plain stops, which the Glottalic Theory has to assume for nearly all branches.
have seen, the assumption of the new ordering is motivated by the problems that arise if one assumes the reverse ordering. There is no principled reason, however, not to assume that both processes applied at the same time. If we make this assumption, and if we formalize the two processes as synchronic phonological rules, then a very interesting picture emerges. (12) and (13) are rules in the model of Chomsky and Halle (1968) (henceforth SPE) representing Verner’s Law and act 1 of Grimm’s Law (Germanic Spirantization) respectively:

(12) **Verner’s Law**

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{– voice} \\
\text{– constr.gl.}
\end{array}
\rightarrow
\begin{array}{c}
[+\text{voice}] \\
\text{– stress}
\end{array}
\]

(13) **Grimm’s Law, act 1: Germanic Spirantization**

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{– voice} \\
\text{– constr.gl.}
\end{array}
\rightarrow
\begin{array}{c}
[+\text{cont}] \\
\text{no context}
\end{array}
\]

The feature [–constricted glottis] is used here to restrict the class of undergoers of the shifts to voiceless plain stops, thus excluding glottalized stops. This means, therefore, that Germanic Spirantization is in an Elsewhere relationship with Verner’s Law; that is, the context of Verner’s Law is properly included in that of Germanic Spirantization. Hence, the order of application (i) Verner’s Law, (ii) Germanic Spirantization follows automatically from Kiparsky’s (1973, 1982) Elsewhere Condition (or from the principle of Proper Inclusion Precedence proposed by Koutsoudas, Sanders and Noll (1974)): According to these principles, Verner’s Law has precedence over Germanic Spirantization because its domain of application is more specific.

---

15 As noted by an anonymous reviewer, the features [voice] and [constricted glottis] are nowadays mostly considered to be monovalent. Hence, in modern frameworks, it is not possible to refer to negative specifications of these features like I do in the SPE-style rules in (12 and (13). This matter, however, is immaterial to the present demonstration of the elsewhere relationship between the rules.

16 The specification ([+ voice]) must be part of the rule in (12) because Verner’s Law also applied after a non-stressed vowel followed by a voiced consonant, cf. the PG past participle *wurd- ‘turned’ (which is followed by a stressed ending), where d results from the application of Verner’s law).

17 I abstract away from the fact that spirantization does not apply to the stop in question if a stop is preceded by s or if it is the second member of a cluster of stops. This is of no consequence for the matter discussed here (but see section 7.4.4, below).
In this experiment of regarding Germanic Spirantization and Verner’s Law as part of a synchronic phonological system, the Elsewhere relationship between the structural descriptions of the Germanic Spirantization and Verner’s Law reveals that these laws must be somehow related: it is striking that these two most famous Germanic sound laws have exactly the same undergoer, i.e. a voiceless plain obstruent, and that their order of application can be determined by a general principle. It is therefore tempting to investigate the hypothesis that the Germanic Spirantization and Verner’s Law were in fact part of a single process, or were triggered by the same phenomenon. I will do this in the next section.

6 Grimm’s Law and Verner’s Law as a single bifurcating push chain

I now come to the central hypothesis of this article. In section 4 it was shown that with the adoption of Glottalic Theory, act 2 of Grimm’s Law is eliminated. Grimm’s Law then consists of only two processes, i.e. (i) context-sensitive spirantization of voiceless stops and (ii) deglottalization of glottalized stops. Verner’s Law now simply involves voicing of voiceless stops in contexts in which spirantization did not apply.

This scenario, together with the elsewhere relationship between Grimm’s Law and Verner’s Law that we established in the previous section, suggests that the laws were part of a single, bifurcating chain shift:

(14) The Grimm-Verner chain shift

\[
\begin{array}{c}
T' \quad T \quad T
\end{array}
\]

Ejectives deglottalized to voiceless full stops. Because of this, and in order to maintain contrast, original voiceless full stops were pushed to become either spirants or voiced stops, depending on their context.\(^{18}\)

It can now be concluded that Vennemann’s diagram in (11) can be greatly simplified:

\(^{18}\) The idea of a single bifurcating push chain representing the laws of Grimm and Verner was first presented by me in Noske (2009). Bynon (1977: 83ff) also presents Grimm’s and Verner’s laws as a push chain, but because she uses the traditional obstruent system, she fails to solve the paradox noted by Verner himself, i.e. that a direct change from \(T\) to \(D\) would go against the main direction (as pointed out section 2.4).
In the following section, I will show how this push chain can be formulated in a formal phonological framework.

7 The Grimm-Verner Chain Shift in Contrast Preservation Theory

7.1 Chain shifts and formal phonological theory

Chain shifts have traditionally been problematic for both input-driven models like SPE and output oriented models like Optimality Theory (OT). In the SPE framework, chain shifts cannot really be accounted for as a unitary phenomenon because they typically involve counter-feeding relationships. For a chain A > B, B > C, a rule changing B to C has to apply first, and hence there is no explanation for the shift.

In OT, the problem is the same, if not worse, since here chain shifts involve opaque and non-harmonic changes. The opacity is incompatible with the idea of a single mapping which depends on a specific constraint ranking, since change tends to go into the direction of an optimum that is determined by that constraint ranking. I.e., it cannot be explained why in a chain A > B, B > C, there is no fusion between original A and original B, in other words, why B originating from original A does not end up as C, just original B has become C.

Opacity is a notorious problem for OT, and since the introduction of OT, many workarounds have been proposed, such as conjunction, sympathy, multiple strata, dispersion, etc., but none of them have dealt with systemic pressures, which typically result in chain shifts. A proposal by Łubowicz

---

19 This diagram is a simplified. As I mention in section 7.4.4 below, T before s did not spirantize and remained unchanged. A more precise rendering should therefore also contain an arrow between PIE T to PG T.

20 An anonymous reviewer points out that classic OT cannot in fact model chain shifts, while SPE can model them but not explain them.

21 Kirchner (1996) and Gnanadesikan (1997) have both proposed solutions for opaque chain shifts Kircher introduces a local constraint conjunction, while Gnanadesikan makes a distinction between classical IDENT-type constraints and novel IDENT-
Roland Noske (2003, to appear) does precisely this. She proposes a theory in which scenarios of changes are compared with one another. In addition, a new type of constraint is introduced, constraints of contrast preservation (PC), which exist alongside markedness constraints. The role of faithfulness constraints is reduced. This theory, termed Contrasts Preservation Theory (or PC Theory), is well-suited to account for chain shifts, as Łubowicz shows for synchronic processes in, among others, Finnish and Polish.

Contrast Preservation Theory differs from other theories on contrast like Dispersion Theory (Flemming 2002) in that it does not focus on (the maximization of) contrast itself, but on phenomena which involve neutralization of contrasts in some contexts and preservation of contrasts in others, as well as on the transparent vs. opaque nature of processes.

Montreuil (2006) has shown that PC Theory can be fruitfully used to provide formal accounts of historical chain shifts. He draws attention to the fact that contrast transformation, which is very frequent in the history of languages, is in fact a chain shift. A well-known example of such a contrast transformation is American English writer [ˈraɪəəɾ] vs. rider [ˈraɪər], where an original voicing contrast has been transformed into a length contrast.22

7.2 Some elements of Contrast Preservation Theory

Łubowicz proposes three types of PC constraints.23 In the description of these types below, P represents a potentially contrastive phonological property, such as a distinctive feature, length, stress, presence vs. absence of a segment.

(16) \( PC_{IN}(P) \)

For each pair of inputs contrasting in P that map onto the same output in a scenario, assign a violation mark. (Łubowicz 2003: 18)

“If inputs are distinct in P, they need to remain distinct.”

(17) \( PC_{OUT}(P) \)

For each output that corresponds to two or more inputs contrasting in P, assign a violation mark. (Łubowicz 2003: 20)

“Avoid outputs ambiguous in P property.”

\[ \text{ADJACENT-type constraints on some scale of similarity. However, the notion of systemic pressure is not accounted for in either analysis.} \]

22 Using PC theory, Montreuil shows that in Gallo, an originally prosodic contrast was transformed into a segmental one.

23 For reasons of space, my rendering of Łubowicz’s fairly elaborate theory will have to be very limited.
The role of \( PC_{REL}(P) \) is to keep the segments in place and not to allow for random shifts.

### 7.3 A formal analysis of the Grimm-Verner Push Chain.

Let us now look how this type of constraints can be used to work out a formal scenario of the Grimm-Verner chain shift. To begin with, I propose three constraints, one \( PC_{IN}(P) \) and two \( PC_{REL}(P) \) constraints:

1. **\( PC_{IN}(CG) \)**
2. **\( PC_{REL}(\text{voice}) \)**
3. **\( PC_{REL}(\text{cont}) \)**

\( PC_{IN}(CG) \) states that a contrast in [constricted glottis] in an input pair (the feature which distinguishes ejective consonants from plain ones) should be present in the output (unless, of course, there are other contrasts between the members of that pair in the output). \( PC_{REL}(\text{voice}) \) says that for a pair of outputs, a minimal contrast in voicing in the output should also be present in the input, and \( PC_{REL}(\text{cont}) \) does the same for the feature [continuant].

I further assumed that \( PC_{IN}(CG) \) is ranked above \( PC_{REL}(\text{voice}) \) and \( PC_{REL}(\text{cont}) \), which are not ranked with respect to each other:

\[ \text{PC}_{IN}(CG) > \{ \text{PC}_{REL}(\text{voice}), \text{PC}_{REL}(\text{cont}) \} \]

In Pre-Proto-Germanic, for a hypothetical input pair /at’a/, /ata/ the following evaluation will take place. I distinguish three stages: the **initial historical stage** (before the advent (or promotion to an undominated position) of a constraint against ejectives), the **intermediate historical stage**, with the advent of a constraint against ejectives), and a **final historical stage**. For each example of constraint evaluation that I give, the historical stage is indicated.
(22). **Initial state: Pre-Proto-Germanic**

(identity mapping) at’a, ata ⇒ at’a, ata

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>PC(_{IN}(CG))</th>
<th>PC(_{REL}(cont))</th>
<th>PC(_{REL}(voice))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/at’a/ → at’a</td>
<td>/ata/ → ata</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(neutralization of the ejective/plain stop contrast:) at’a, ata ⇒ at’a, ata

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>PC(_{IN}(CG))</th>
<th>PC(_{REL}(cont))</th>
<th>PC(_{REL}(voice))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/at’a/ → ata</td>
<td>/ata/ → ata</td>
<td>*{/at’a/, /ata/}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(contrast transformation) at’a, ata ⇒ ata, aθa

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>PC(_{IN}(CG))</th>
<th>PC(_{REL}(cont))</th>
<th>PC(_{REL}(voice))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/at’a/ → ata</td>
<td>/ata/ → ata</td>
<td>*{[ata], [aθa]}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(contrast transformation) at’a, ata ⇒ ata, ada

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>PC(_{IN}(CG))</th>
<th>PC(_{REL}(cont))</th>
<th>PC(_{REL}(voice))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/at’a/ → ata</td>
<td>/ata/ → ada</td>
<td>*{[ata], [aθa]}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

What we see here is that identity mapping gives the right outcome, because no constraint is violated. I now assume that in the transition from Pre-Proto-Germanic to Proto-Germanic an undominated constraint against ejectives was added (or that this constraint was promoted to an undominated position): *CG (a constraint banning constricted glottis).

(23). **Intermediate historical stage: Proto-Germanic, with introduction (or promotion) of *CG**

(identity mapping) at’a, ata ⇒ at’a, ata

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>*CG</th>
<th>PC(_{IN}(CG))</th>
<th>PC(_{REL}(cont))</th>
<th>PC(_{REL}(voice))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/at’a/ → at’a</td>
<td>/ata/ → ata</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(neutralization of the ejective/plain stop contrast:) at’a, ata ⇒ at’a, ata

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>*CG</th>
<th>PC(_{IN}(CG))</th>
<th>PC(_{REL}(cont))</th>
<th>PC(_{REL}(voice))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/at’a/ → at’a</td>
<td>/ata/ → ata</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>{/at’a/, /ata/}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(contrast transformation) at’a, ata ⇒ ata, aθa

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>*CG</th>
<th>PC(_{IN}(CG))</th>
<th>PC(_{REL}(cont))</th>
<th>PC(_{REL}(voice))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/at’a/ → ata</td>
<td>/ata/ → aθa</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>{[ata], [aθa]}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(contrast transformation) at’a, ata ⇒ ata, ada

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>*CG</th>
<th>PC(_{IN}(CG))</th>
<th>PC(_{REL}(cont))</th>
<th>PC(_{REL}(voice))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/at’a/ → ata</td>
<td>/ata/ → ada</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>{[ata], [aθa]}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We now see that the /at’a/, /ata/ pair can now show up either as \([ata], [a\theta a]\) or \([ata], [ada]\). That is, the \(t\) in /ata/ either undergoes spirantization (Grimm’s Law, act 1 (Germanic Spirantization)) or undergoes voicing (Verner’s Law). At this stage of the elaboration of the scenario, there is no way to choose between \(a\theta a\) and \(ada\) (both: \(< ata\)). As shown above in section 2.4, Verner’s Law (voicing) applies only after unstressed vowels, while spirantization applies elsewhere. In order to account for the choice of the right process (voicing or spirantization), I introduce here two phonetically grounded constraints, a faithfulness constraint and a markedness constraint:

\[
\text{(24) IDENTPOSTSTRESS (Laryngeal) (IDENTPOSTSTR\_LAR).}
\]

Consonants directly behind a stressed vowel should be faithful to the underlying laryngeal specification.

This faithfulness constraint is an expression of the view of De Jong, Beckman & Edwards (1993) that coarticulation effects are reduced in stressed environments, thus impeding intervocalic voicing.\(^{24}\) The markedness constraint concerns intervocalic voicing:

\[
\text{(25) INTERVOIVOI}
\]

Consonants should be specified [voiced] if between other segments specified [voiced].

IntervoiVoi is an enlarged version of intervocalic voicing, because it also refers to voiced consonants.\(^{25}\) The appropriate ranking of the constraints is IDENTPOSTSTRESS\_LAR > INTERVOIVOI, while both constraints are ranked below PC\_REL(voice) and PC\_REL(cont). This gives us the following constraint ranking at this point:

\[
\text{(26) } \text{*CG PC\_REL(CG) > } \{\text{PC\_REL(voice), PC\_REL(cont)}\} > \text{IDENTPOSTSTRESS\_LAR > INTERVOIVOI}
\]

Let us now consider how the selection between spirantization and voicing given above in (22b) operates:

\[^{24}\text{An alternative to IDENTPOSTSTRESS\_LAR could be a constraint that states that a consonant following a vowel within the same syllable should be faithful to its laryngeal specification. This solution works if one adopts Hoard’s (1971) view that a stressed vowel captures a following consonant into its syllable. This view is also adopted by Selkirk (1982) and J.C. Wells (1990). If it is correct, Verner’s idea, mentioned in section 2.4, that intervocalic consonants belong to the former syllable is partially corroborated.}\]

\[^{25}\text{This straightforward widening of Intervocalic voicing is needed because Verner’s Law also applied after voiced consonants.}\]
Intermediate historical stage: Selection of spirantization and voicing

(contrast transformation) át’a, áta ⇒ áta, áθa

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>áta</th>
<th>*CG</th>
<th>PC_IN(CG)</th>
<th>PC_REL(cont)</th>
<th>PC_REL(voice)</th>
<th>IDENTPOSTSTRESSLAR</th>
<th>INTERVOIVOI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>áθa</th>
<th>*</th>
<th>{{áta}, [áθa]}</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>*</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

| áda | *     | {{áta}, [áda]} |              |              | *                  |             |

(contrast transformation) at’á, atá ⇒ atá, adá

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>atá</th>
<th>*CG</th>
<th>PC_IN(CG)</th>
<th>PC_REL(cont)</th>
<th>PC_REL(voice)</th>
<th>IDENTPOSTSTRESSLAR</th>
<th>INTERVOIVOI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>aθa</th>
<th>*</th>
<th>{{áta}, [aθa]}</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>*</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

| adá | *     | {{áta}, [áda]} |              |              | *                  |             |

We see that by ranking IDENTPOSTSTRESSLAR above INTERVOIVOI the bifurcation depicted in (14) can be accounted for in the framework of PC Theory.

This concludes my analysis of the Grimm-Verner Push Chain within PC Theory. However, it is necessary to defend it against potential counterexamples. This is the subject of the next section.

7.4 Residual issues

7.4.1 PIE initial voiceless stops

Initial and final T in Pre-Proto-Germanic always becomes Þ in Proto-Germanic (and not D). The above analysis does not account for this. Indeed, in the case of initial or final T > Þ INTERVOIVOI is not violated; but if T had become D, IDENTPOSTSTRESSLAR would also not have been violated. My analysis would thus predict that Þ and D would both be possible outcomes. The solution to this problem is provided by the following two well-established correspondence constraints:

(28) IDENTLAR: Do not change the laryngeal specification of a segment

(29) IDENT-[cont]: do not change the specification of [cont] of a segment

Now the following constraint ranking can be established:

(30) *CG PC_IN(CG) > {PC_REL(voice), PC_REL(cont)} > IDENTPOSTSTRESSLAR > INTERVOIVOI > IDENTLAR > IDENT-[cont]

The following evaluation can now be established for initial T:
Another problem concerns the PIE final voiceless stops. According to the traditional version of Verner’s Law, $T$ turns into $D$ when preceded by an unstressed vowel. However, the constraint IntervoiVoi (cf. (25)), combined with constraint ranking as given in (30), produces $P$ whenever PIE $T$ is in final position. This counterexample is not valid if one adopts Mańczak’s (1990) stance that Verner’s Law did not apply word-finally. Mańczak mentions no less than five arguments which show that the evidence for a word-final application of Verner’s voicing is very scant or non-existent. This confirms a dictum by an early researcher on Verner’s Law: “[a]nd if once the true nature of Verner’s Law be sufficiently understood, it will be obvious that its conditions are exactly those most favorable to intervocalic voicing.” (F.L. Wells 1903–1905: 526).

7.4.3 Possible fusion of $T$ and $D$

Our third problem concerns the fact that in our model of the Grimm-Verner Push Chain, one does indeed find an instance of non-preservation of contrast. As one can see in the diagram in (15), $D$ can have an ambiguous input: it is either $D$ or $T$. It suffices to realize that here there is no highly ranked PC$_{IN}$ constraint for the feature [voice] (or, rather, that the PC$_{IN}$(voice) constraint is low in the constraint hierarchy), and hence $T$ can turn into $D$ when IntervoiVoi blocks other outputs.

7.4.4 $T$ does not spirantize before $s$ or as second member of a stop cluster

A fourth apparent counter-example concerns the fact that, as is well known, PIE $T$ did not spirantize in PG if it was preceded by $s$, or if it was the second member of a cluster of two plain voiceless stops (the first member of which did spirantize, like in Germ. $Haft$ vs. Lat. $capt$-). A straightforward explanation for this is a tendency in the form of a non-dominated OCP constraint$^{26}$ that excludes a sequence of two obstruents sharing the same

---

$^{26}$ The generally accepted Obligatory Contour Principle (OCP), proposed by McCarthy (1986, 1988), states that on the melodic level, identical elements are
feature specification for [continuant]. Such a constraint is needed for many languages as dissimilation processes regarding [continuant] abound across languages.27

7.5 The final historical stage

In the final historical stage, the processes were lost and the results were lexicalized. The underlying form containing $T'$ in PIE contained $T$ in this stage and those containing $T$ in PIE now contained $p$ or $d$ (or still $T$ for the cases mentioned in section 7.4.4). Hence there was now a new obstruent inventory:

(32) The new PG obstruent inventory
$T (< T', T), p (< T), D (< T, D), s$

Later, there was additional intervocalic voicing. This has become possible because PCREL(cont) and PRREL(cont) did not play a role anymore: they refer to contrast transformation ($t'/t = t/\theta$ and $t'/t = t/d$), but the $t'$ is no longer there. Therefore, we find $z$ and $\delta$ in later texts.

Finally, the conditioning factor of stress was destroyed, because of the stress shift to the initial position (see section 2.2).

8 Conclusions

In this paper, I have given a new interpretation of the history of the Proto-Germanic obstruent system. I have shown that Grimm’s and Verner’s laws can be analyzed as two subprocesses of a single system-driven process that was essentially a bifurcating sound shift under the influence of the pushing power of Deglottalization (which replaces act 3 of Grimm’s Law). This

---

Examples of this type of dissimilation can be found in, e.g., Modern Greek, where this type of manner dissimilation is quite common, e.g. in φτήνος ‘cheap’, which is pronounced as [fɪn̩] in the learned (Katharevousa) variety of the language but as [fɪnos] in the colloquial (Demotiki) variety, and in λεπτά ‘minutes’, which is pronounced as [lɛpta] in the learned variety but as [lefta] in the colloquial variety (Newton 1972: 88). Cf. also the English form fifth [fɪfθ], which is pronounced as [fɪfθ] in certain dialects, although $\theta$ shows up in other positions in these dialects.
pushing power resulted from the need to maintain contrastivity between original ejectives and original plain voiceless stops. In order to do this, the Glottalic Theory was adopted, which enabled a change T > D without going ‘against the main direction of the sound change’.

The major upshot of the above analysis is that Deglottalization, Germanic Spirantization (formerly act 1 of Grimm’s Law) and Verner’s Law are now related and therefore necessarily synchronous with each other. One does not, therefore, have to answer the question whether Grimm’s Law preceded or followed Verner’s Law. Neither does one have to wonder why in the transition from PIE to PG there were two processes that applied to the same original segments, i.e. the plain voiceless stops.

The second part of the paper presented a formal phonological analysis of this chain shift within Contrast Preservation Theory, building on work by Lubowicz (2003, to appear). Like the analysis presented in Montreuil (2006), this analysis shows that historical chain shifts can find their formal expression in modern phonological theory.
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